FINE DETAILS
Please arrange to be at Auckland International Airport by 2:30pm NZ
time to be collected by the transfer bus (tour leader arriving 2:15)
Transfer will drop you back at Auckland airport after 3pm on 11/05/19
Water temp approx 18 degrees that time of year
Accomodation is share room with options to upgrade to own room
Trip suitable for Open Water divers and beyond
Trip must be paid in full by February 2019
Bring all dive gear or hire can be arranged
Food will be a communal style cooking deal, there is a good chance to
supplement the menu from locally caught seafood but super flexible
depending on individual dietary requirements .If you want to do your
own thing sweet as, there will be oportunities to dine out too.
Travel and dive insurance is highly recomended
Why is it so cheap? you are a guinea pig lol, first trip special basically
Diving on offer: Walls, wrecks, pinicles, sea caves, marine reserves,
hunting, reefs both shallow and deep, lots of fush!! and photographic
opportunities galore.
This being the first of the NZ trips we plan on running it is at a special price
rewarding those that want to jump in, it's planned to be a relaxed trip
staying in great accomodation and not having to drive yourself, airport
tranfers are included and we can be somewhat flexible with those.
The diving is fantastic and we plan to dive 2-3 different areas, with the
flexibility of having a trailerable RIB we can pick up and move to where the
weather and conditions are good, we have a day of exploration diving in
the intinery and this will be a group decision (and weather of course)
You will be looked after rather well but you will be expected to chip in and
help out with things from time to time.
Any other questions you have just have a chat to Karl and if you have any
specific requirements also just run it past the Kiwi :)

